Attention!

- The polyethylene bags that contain the parts and instant glue may be damaged if the items are used in unintended ways, as parts to have sharp edges. Please be careful.

- This item is intended for use by children under 15. When it comes time to use tools and paints, please carefully follow the instructions given in the assembly manual. With regard to paint, after taking personal safety and the global environment into consideration, we recommend using "Vallejo Colors," acrylic hobby paints for the new century. Please check references regarding the U.S. Air Force at that point and the balance and pose of your entire kit.

- Please refer to the "Installation Guide" of the 1/32 "A-1J" Skyraider, and finish your assembly manual present a final finish even closer to the actual aircraft.

III-2. C
- Tail Wheel and Acmeing Hook

III-5. C Main Landing Gears Tires
- M-6 or M-4, Weighted Tires, Urethane Resin
- M-4 or M-6, Wheel Arb, Acmeing Hook

Please contact service@volksusa.com. Purchasers from VOLKS USA:
Please contact imos@volks.co.jp.